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The object of this investigation In to chock the results of Kelley3*, 

■who has previously measures the specific heat of manganous selenide over 

the range of temperatures frees that of liquid air to roe® temperature* 

The reason for checking those remits is as follows* Squire^, Bisett® 

and Tsai^g and Lindsay^* have made measurements of the magnetic suscepti¬ 

bility of manganous selenide versus temperature. Upon warming the man¬ 

ganous selenide after it had been cooled to liquid air temperature 9 

Blsetie and Tsai? obtained a largo temperature hysteresis effect* The 

curve of susceptibility versus temperature which they obtained when warm¬ 

ing tho sample exhibited a broad, low hump centering around 148% and a 

marked rise beginning about 250°Ko They correlated these portiena of the 

curve with humps at 316% and 247% obtained in the specific heat versus 

temperature curve by Kelley31* The rise in the susceptibility at 250% 

corresponds rather closely with the hump in the specific heat curve at 

247%, but the lew plateau in the susceptibility curve around 148% doss 

not agree so well with the hump in the specific heat curve at 316%. 

Mndeey^ also obtained hysteresis effects when warsing his specimen 

after having coded it to liquid air temperature, but not so pronounced 

as that obtained by Biaette and fsai^. Bor did he obtain a curve exhibit¬ 

ing tho characteristics of that obtained by Bizette and Tsai^. He is at 

the present time attempting to cheek the results of Bisotte and Teai^, 

Hie investigation along with this one should, if both are successful, 

provide a cheek of both the specific heat end susceptibility measurements 

end determine which, if either, is in error. 
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It was originally intended that measurements of the specific heat fes 

made from liquid air temperature to room temperatures hut because of 

difficulties which t?ill be given later this was not possible. Measure-- 

ssnts uore made only frea 66,9% to 1^).80K* 

APPARATUS ASV misnut . 

The designs given by Gibson and Giauqua^ and Millar^ wore used in the 

construction of the apparatus, A diagram of the apparatus is given is 

Figure 1, The vacuum jacket A was made of brass tubing, 7 inches in 

length, of 2 3/4 inch outside diameter and 1/8 inch wall thickness. The 

top and bottom were brass plates 3/8 inch thick, She bottom plate was 

silver soldered m to the tubing} the top plate soldered with Wood's 

metal. Three screws spaced 220° apart around the top plat© provided 

mechanical strength so that the Mood's metal joint would not have to 

support the weight of the vacuum jacket. The jacket was evacuated through 

a 7/16 inch stainless steel tube B which was hard soldered onto the top 

plate* The other end of this tube was waxed into the glass vacuum system 

and the whole apparatus was fastened rigidly by ©leaping around this tub©. 

From the top of the vacuum jacket was suspended by stout nylon threads 

a massive copper cylinder 0 which served as a thermal guard ring for the 

calorimeter. It was because of this guard ring that a Mood's motel joint 

was used at the top plate, for not even soft solder could havo been used 

without getting the aotal hot enough to hum the threads. The guard ring 

was turned dewn cm e lathe to 2 inches outside dimeter from E solid 

piece of copper 5 2/2 inches in length, & 1 1/4 inch hole was drilled 

into the solid rod to a depth of 5 inches. The top of the guard ring, 



a copper plats of 3/4 inch thickness and 1 2/4 inch diameter, rnsraXy ant 

on the guai‘d ring* Around th© outside- of the guard ring was wound a eoil 

of no* 36 cotton end onanol insulated copper wire which served m both a 

resistance thomcejotss* and a heater* fh© resistance of the coil at roost 

temperature was shout 220 ohms* 

Hanging In turn- frm ih© top of th® guard ring % finer nylon threads 

was the ealorimoior 0. It was mad© frem 7/8 inch capper tubing 4 inches 

in length the wall of which was turned down to about *02 inch thickness 

in & laths* The top and hottest of the calorimeter, of 3/32 inch copper 

sheot, were soft soldered onto the tubing* It was thought desirable to 

solder the top m before the manganous scion ido was put in the calorimeter 

since it was feared that the heat might oxidise Bern' of the substance* To 

this end a 1/8 inch hoi© was drilled in the top which was then soldered 

cm* After the MnSo was introduced a 1/8 inch copper tube was soldered 

in - the hole with Wood* s metal* The calorimeter was then evacuated and 

filled with helium to a pressure of about 2 tarn* of mercury whereupon the 

1/8 inch tube was pinched off leaving the helium Inside to aid in the dis¬ 

tribution of heat* An even mer© rapid distribution of heat was obtained 

by the use of eight radial vanes of *004 inch copper foil inside th© 

calorimeter, 

Around th© calorimeter, ©s around the guard ring, was wound a copper 

coil which was used both oo thermometer end heater, but in this case 

no* 38 encael coated wire was used* this type wire was used at first ea 

th© guard ring but after its having been twice completely rewound and in 

part several mere times because of shorts and breaks which developed, th© 

enamel coated wire was abandoned in favor of the cloth covered wire* 



The wires from the colls were taken out of the vacuum jacket through 

Kovar seals which were soldered into the top of the jacket and in which 

the coil wires were soldered to the connecting wires* lead storage cells 

were used as a source of current, When the coils were being used as 

thermometers they were put in series with 20,000 ohms. Hence the current 

remained fairly constant even though the resistance of the coils changed 

quite appreciably# The thermometer current was about .0003 amperes while 

the heating current was about #1 amperes for the calorimeter and up to 

about *75 amperes for the guard ring. 

Electrical measurements were made on a leads and Ilorthrup Type K 

potentiometer. These consisted of reading the potential drops across 

each of the coils and across a standard resistance in series with them. 

For measuring potential drops with the heater current a volt box had to 

be used, and sines the total current was measured, a correction was made 

for the power lost in the parallel volt box resistance. 

To cut down on the Interchange of heat between the calorimeter and 

its surroundings, poorly radiating surfaces were needed. Consequently, 

all surfaces of the calorimeter, guard ring, and the inside of the outer 

jacket were polished. Also, highly polished aluminum foil was placed 

around the cloth covered coil on the guard ring. 

The manganous selenid© was prepared according to the method given by 

Kelley^* it was made frcm selenira obtained from Johnson, Matthey and 

Company guaranteed to be 99.99$ pure, and frcm manganese obtained frost 

the Bice Institute Chemistry Department estimated to be 99.95$ pure. An 

intimate mixture of the two which had been ground very thoroughly to a 

fine powder was introduced into a quarts tube about two feet long and cue 

inch in diameter, sealed at on© end. About 1/3 of its length frcm the 
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©pea end was a constriction. Tho open end was sealed onto the vacuum 

syetem and tbs tube was evacuated to a pros euro of about 3X10“'* mm. of 

Hg. The reaction was induced by heating the quarts tube with a Bunsen 

burner* To insure a complete reaction the quarts tube was sealed off 

from the vacuum system end placed inside an oven where it was heated for 

a period of about 24 hours during which the temperature was varied ftem 

300% to about 500%. 

An excess of selenite was used In the reaction and after the reacttea 

was completed the excess was distilled into the portico beyond the con-* 

strict ion. The quarts tube was then broken open and the manganous selealde 

removed mid ground into a course powder containing particles of perhaps 

1 »• in diameter or less. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

To begin a series of measurements* the guard ring and calorimeter were 

first cooled to liquid air temperature. This was dene by surrounding the 

vacuum jacket by a Bewar flask containing enough liquid air to completely 

cover the jacket. The system was then evacuated. Heating current was 

then passed through the guard ring heater until its temperature was some* 

what above that of the calorimeter. The resistance of the calorimeter 

coil was measured end immediately after closing the switch sending beat teg 

current through the calorimeter coil the current was measured. The current 

was allowed to flew for a period of time (measured to the nearest tenth of 

a second cn a stop watch) which would bring the temperature of the calori¬ 

meter somewhat above that of the guard ring, duet before the switch was 

opened the current was measured agate end immediately after it was opened 



tho resistance of the calorimeter coll was measured, Those measurements 

gave the average current and average resistance during the heating later* 

val so that the energy Input could he calculated, 

immediately after heating the calorimeter} the cooling rates of both 

the calorimeter and guard ring were measured for a period of about 10 to 

15 minutes, Boston's law of cooling could then he used in calculating 

the heat Interchange of the calorimeter with the surroundings during the 

time it was being heated. This procedure sufficed for a determination of 

the specific heat at me temperature. The procedure was repeated for the 

various temperatures. 

BESPITS M$ DISCUSS JGH 

The results are tabulated la Table 1, A sample set of original data 

is given in Table 2 end a sample set of calculations in Table 3, A graph 

of the specific heat versus temperature together with a graph of Kelley1 

values is given in Figure 2, Curve A is a plot of Kelloy*s3' results end 

curve B a plot of the results of this experiment. The crosses represent 

Kelley’s^ data, the dots the data of this experiment. The specific heat 

is plotted in units of calories per gram molecular weight per degree ernti* 

grade while the temperature is plotted In degrees Kelvin, 

It will be noted that the points of curve B, although not differing 

by large amounts from those of curve A in magnitude, are somewhat scattered. 

This scattering is probably due to any or all of tho following sources of 

error. 

First, it was net possible to obtain as good a vacuum as desired, Tho 

difficulty lay in obtaining a joint at tho top of the vacuum jacket which 
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tmm i 
SPECIFIC KEATS 

Tg °K 

86.9 

90.3 

93.7 

95.0 

98.0 

101.2 

104.9 

109.2 

110.8 

110.0 

120.8 

304.2 

8.79 

10.30 

9.85 

11.11 

10.11 

11.41 

10.98 

10.95 

10.69 

14.22 

Op, Cel. pei* ga. molecular weight per degreo 

9.35 

9.71 
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SmtB SET OF OR3G3HAX, DATA 

g refers to guard ring cell 

e refers to calorimeter coil 

0 refers to standard resistor 

for Temperature Measurements 

Before fg s *005723 volts 

Seating g V8 s *030531 felts (in series with g) 

After 
Heating 

g 

Vg s *005033 volts 

Va s ,030428 volt a (3n series with g) 

Initial 
F0 2 *004890 volts 

fs ss ,030475 volts (in series with e) 

Beating current started in calorimeter 

Initial V0 S 10.6526 volts 

Final Fs “ 10*5158 volts 

Seating currant stopped 

Final VQ « .005276 volts 
V8 « *030446 volts (in series with o) 

Time of heating interval » 10 minutes* 27.1 seconds 

COOIKG nm 

Time V 8 v *s 

lain. *005266 .030450 

2 min* 10 sec* .005930 .030454 

3 min* .005263 .030458 



Time Vg V 
G *s 

4 mln.? 20 sec, *0059337 .030461 

5 min. ,005261 .030465 

5 mlso 40 «eo* .905927 .030469 

7 min. •' *005259 .030472 

gain. .005925 .030476 

9 min. .005255 •030430 

3.2 min* .005251 .030434 
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smm SET OF CAI0UUTX8JS 

g refers to guard ring coll 

c refer* to calorimeter coll 

o refers to standard resistor 

Initial Re « Initial ?c x Ra 
rs 

• ^§§- 2 99.975 a 16.04 otaffl 

Initial heating 1 s Jfe- a 10.6526 «   
Hs 99.975 " •10655 affiPs 

Final heating 1a a .10510 saps 
99.975 

final He a «jgBSj|!|. X 99.975 » 17.33 cteas 

Average 1 s *10587 amps 

Average Re » 16.68 ohms 

X% la Rc e ,1870 watts 

1% la volt hex resistor s i% X 

= *1870 XJ£*@L a .0002 watts 
20,000 

difference » .1868 watts 

time of heating interval a 627.1 see. 

energy Input a *1868 watts X 627.1 eeo. X .'^yg^g^fU 
4.1858 Joules 

5 27*99 celeries 

Final B0 a 17*33 

Initial R0 « 16.04 
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4R s 1.29 ohms 

4% «4R (aj) * 1*29 X 2,65 

A « 3*29 0©3V 

At beginning of cooling period T0 «s 91,6°K from final Re » 17,33 ©teas 

Cooling Rat© , ;/ .[• 

1 mto* R
c 

s 99*975 « 1^*29 ohms 

2 xain., 10 sec. Rg * 99.975 « 19.47 ohms 

" Tc s '69*W • 

3 Jain* ; ’B*»- 17.20 ohms 

4 min,, 20 sec. Eg s 19*45 ohms 

5 min* ?
 

it 17.27 ohms 

5 min.* 40 sec. Eg s 19.45 ohms 

7 rain* ■ ■; B0* 17.25 ohms 

8 mini, Rg * 19.44 ohms 

II 89*6°K 

9 rain* E$ " 17*24 ohms 

12 lain. Ec ** 17.22 ohms 

70s. 91.60K 

At beginning of heating interval ;p 

- Re ~ 16.04 ohms 

Rgs 19.67 ohms 

II 

Hr* 90.2OK 

To « 88.5°K 

Tc - Tg s * 1*7°K 
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At rnd of heating Interval 

%®89.7«K 

. V-%®^.1®K 

Average t© * Tg © JfcJLsJUiL * V .2 
■ 2 

eoollng Interval 

*e * ¥g s 91.6®g • 69„6°K * 2»lt 

AI© ® 17.33 « 17.22 # ,11 ©bis 

•11 d«s X 2,56 J|g* * #a7 aeg# 

Afg s correction for heat interchange during heating interval 

^-*g4w»T-58   3S-  ^nilii. ' •2°K'X 10*5 ®Sa. , 

■ A fg s .027 |M 8 .025. deg. ■ 
A\ s 3.29 dog. - 

ATg ss / .02 deg, 

AT « 3.31 deg. 

Average T firm average B© 8 90.3°I 

Heat capacity of HaSa j* calorimeter 8 .,%y?S^.&ggL.*» -SfojjL s 8*45-|§|>» 
41 3*31 5»8 

Heat capacity of empty calorimeter at 98o3°K 8 2.30 

Heat capacity of V&Be ® 6,15 «g|L 

height of HnSo s 85.S07 $n« 

Sp. Heat 8 c» of !&3© 8 _jyyL 8 .0723 JSgjL^ 
** OP.OUY gtt.dCg. 

Molecular weight of HnSa '* 133,89 ga. 

Cp » .0725 X 133.89 > 9.708 at 90.3% 



would stay vacuum tight at liquid air temperature* An n0 ring” rubber 

gasket was used at first but although a good vacuus was obtained at room 

temperature* when the vacuus jacket was immersed in liquid air a leak 

developed. At first it was thought that the leak say have developed in 

the was: joint between the stainless steel tube and the glass system* It 

was only about four inches from the top of the vacuum jacket and thus be- 

cane quite cold* An extension was soldered onto the stainless steel tub© 

and the wax joint moved seme distance away so that it did not get cold at 

all* However the leak was still present* 

After several more attempts to obtain a vacuum* the n0 ring** was 

abandoned in favor of a soldered joint. As has been pointed out before* 

the fact that the guard ring was suspended from the top of the vacuum 

jacket by nylon thread prevented, because of the necessary heating# the 

use of ordinary solder* Wood* 8 metal was the only possibility. Many 

attempts were made to obtain a satisfactory joint but the same difficulty 

still prevailed - a joint would he made which was vacuum tight at room 

temperature hut which would not remain so at liquid air temperature* 

fhe vacuum jacket was revised so that the top would fit completely 

down into the jacket as shown in Figure 1* which arrangement was thought 

perhaps to be more suitable than the previews me for soldering with 

Woed*s metal. Finally* aftar several more attempts* a joint was mad® 

with which a pressure of 10**^ mm* of mercury, as indicated by an Ioniza¬ 

tion gage# was obtained. A pressure as low as 10*® ssa. of mercury# how¬ 

ever* is desirable to reduce tho intorchsng® of heat between the calori¬ 

meter and its surroundings sad thus reduos tho correction involving 

Hewien’s law of cooling. This low states that the rate of loss of heat 

of a body is proportional to the difference in temperature between the 



body and Its surroundings. The lack of a good vacuus bcacasos a source 

of error, because then the corrections are larger sad, since they i»<* 

volvo appra&imatleas, larger errors result in the final values obtained 

for the cpeeific best* 

A second source of error was the fact that the resistance thersaeseters 

were not accurately calibrated* It was intended that this should be &sse 

after the ©aasureaeats had been made, but lack of time prevented the 

accomplishing of this calibration. However, a rough calibration was msd© 

as follows.' Tho rcsistaaoas of the two' Coils were measured at roc® tem¬ 

perature from which tho resistances were calculated at 0°C using tabulated 

values of the temperature coefficient of resistance of copper. Then, using 

tho results of Canes cmd Tuya^ giving tho fraction of its resistance at 

0°C of a copper wire at different temperatures helot* 0°Gf a calibration 

curve was made. This1 curve was used to obtain temperatures from the 

measured values of resistance* 

3h the -third' place a correction had to be made for tho heat capacity 

of the empty calorimeter. This correction involved making measurements 

on the empty colorimeter. However* because of lack of time* this heat 

capacity was calculated. as follows. Using the data of Rodohush and. 

Eodebush8 for the specific heat of copper at low temperatures and know¬ 

ing the ©ass of the calorimeter* a graph of the heat capacity of the 

calorimeter versus temperature was mad© which was used in making the 

corrections* There were probably errors in these corrections due to 

differences between the copper used and that of Rodebush and Bodshush^* 

Moreover, sine© it had not been planned to use this method of making this 

correction the calorimeter was not weighed again after the l/B inch 

copper tub© bed been soldered into the hole cad then pinched off* Thus 



th® mass of the calorimeter was not knan very accurately «r; /. 

The last too sources of error are not serious from tho standpoint of 

getting yalatlve values of the specific heat at different temperatures « 

oao of the main objects of this expariraent. The mean absolute value of 

the sgaoifle heat of the KnSe agrees remarkably well with Kelley’s^ 

value in spite of the last two sources ©f error mentioned above® 

A measurement at room temperature was also made and is included in 

fable 1® Ss this case a pressure of 10"^ ETO® of mercury was obtained® 

mmtjsxer 

Because of the scattered nature of the points representing the results 

of this investigation, no positive conclusion can be drawn® however, it 

will be noted that in the vicinity of Kelley*®*** 316® hump the point® are 

ouch less scattered than in other places and, in fact, He nearly on a 

©tooth curve* They seen to indicate, if anything, the absence of a huaqp 

In this region. Hence the results of ihl® experiment do not appear to 

indicate a specific heat anomaly at 116°K» 
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